Lanyon is physically ill after learning of Hyde.

“But Lanyon’s face changed, and he held up a trembling hand.”
Something serious about Hyde has been revealed.

“I am not surprised at that”
Recurring motif- death allows secrets to be revealed.

“you may perhaps come to learn the right and wrong”
Two sides, Jekyll and Hyde, duality.

“accursed topic”
Foreshadows the harrowing truth of the matter.

Pg 33 from “blame our friend” to “name”
Hyde destroys Jekyll’s relationship.

Pg33 from “I could not think” to “wrecked”
Utterson is trying to fathom why Lanyon is so agitated.

“PRIVATE: for the hands of J.G. Utterson ALONE and in case of his prede-
cease to be destroyed unread”
Another letter revealing secrets(motif)

Chapter 7

“It chanced on Sunday”
Sunday is a day of religion and is when the blasphemous incident occurs.

“It was impossible to do one without the other”
Hyde’s face provokes repulsion, he is connected with horribleness and fear.

“The middle one of the three windows was half way open;”
Related to three types of personality, halfway open-duality, closed-
respectable(Jekyll) and open-free(Hyde)

“like some disconsolate prisoner”
Poignant as Jekyll is trapped in society.

“I should like to very much”
Jekyll has to supress himself

“speak with you from where we are”
Utterson is doing what he can to be a good friend.